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In aqueous solution, both amphiphilic decyl esters of the amino acids D & L-Tyrosine have been shown to self-assemble at identical low mM
range c.m.c. values to form similar rod or plate-like fibers a few microns wide and with lengths ranging from tens to hundreds of microns

[Mat. Sci. Eng. C11 2000 155–163]. These monomers have only slightly different rates of polymerization with horseradish peroxidase
below their c.m.c. and have been shown to possess pH dependent self-assembly properties, as well as significantly increased binding to
the gold surface of a quartz crystal microbalance with increasing pH [Biotech. Progress 15 1999 522–528]. In the present study, we quanti-

tate the pH dependence and gold surface adsorption kinetics of the decyl ester of L-tyrosine using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and then correlate these data with monomer solution titration studies. These data support the notion of increasing gold surface adsorption
with increasing pH in the range from 5–8. We present evidence that this involves the lowered solubility of the neutral charged species
resulting from the deprotonation of the a-NH3

þ in each monomer unit. At 24 h adsorption at pH 7.0, we observed XPS evidence for

complete coverage of the Au surface. From these data for the Au 4f photoelectron signal attenuation, we estimate a film thickness of
5.89 nm from the attenuation of the Au4f photoelectron intensity by the growing film.

Keywords: amphiphilic monomer; tyrosine decyl ester; pH titration; X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; gold surface; enzymatic

polymerization

1 Introduction

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) is an enzyme that has long
been used for the polymerization of a variety of monomer
substrates. The enzyme possesses a wide range of substrates,
is relatively stable and is commercially available (1). Phenol
and its derivatives represent an important class of the most
reactive substrates for HRP (2). The reactions of phenolic
monomers have been studied in a variety of formats. These
include organic solvents, reverse micelles, aqueous solution
and at the air-water interface in Langmuir-Blodgett troughs
(3–12). HRP polymerization has been shown to proceed via
free radical coupling at the ortho or para ring positions for
monomers in both aqueous solution and condensed states,
such as the packed monolayer of the Langmuir-Blodgett
trough (3, 8, 10, 13). Where the para position is substituted,
ortho coupling is predominant (2).

In traditional free radical phenolic polymerizations, inter-
chain crosslinking is a serious practical problem. It can lead
to unwanted product properties such as insolubility, hetero-
geneity in properties and difficulty in processing (5, 8).
However, this crosslinking property is actually exploited in
certain biological systems. For example, enzymatic cross-
linking of phenolic polymers via the rings forms the basis
for systems as diverse as tough plant cell wall structures,
seed coatings and surface bioadhesive systems in marine
organisms (14). However, for solution studies and systems
alkyl derivatives of phenols can provide routes to self-
assembly into ordered micelles, vesicles, tubules and mono-
layers prior to polymerization. The general characteristics
of molecular self-assembly have been previously described
in detail and in relation to other synthesis strategies for supra-
molecular structures (15, 16). Formation of well-defined
supramolecular aggregates results from molecular
recognition and non-covalent interaction between molecular
building blocks to achieve the most thermodynamically
stable state for the given system. The local order in the
monomers present in these structures can aid in the
synthesis of ordered product species, possessing superior
processing properties (8, 10). Previously, we demonstrated
that amphiphilic decyl esters of the phenolic amino acids
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D & L-Tyrosine (DEDT and DELT respectively) can be poly-
merized by HRP in aqueous solution (11). HRP exhibits a
limited stereospecificity, with the pH 6.1 optimum polymeriz-
ation of the D-isomer possessing twice the rate of the
L-isomer. Below 0.10 mM, both isomers exhibit a second
order kinetic dependence to the overall polymerization rate
(17). These isomers may also be electropolymerized on Au
or Pt electrodes to form thin films that can entrap enzymes
to form electrochemical biosensors (18–21).

The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a useful tool for
characterizing the formation and properties of thin biomacro-
molecule films. Previously, we have used the QCM in a novel
way to investigate the pH dependent behavior of the amphi-
philic DEDT monomer self-assembly followed by its
polymerization with HRP (22, 23). This investigation led us
to postulate the existence of self-assembled aggregates of
the monomer that increased in magnitude with increasing
pH over the range from 3–7. Following HRP polymerization,
these aggregates possessed significantly increased visco-
elastic properties (higher rh product), characteristic of
more energy dissipative structures, but were largely unaltered
in overall shape and dimension at the resolution level of the
light microscope. At the SEM level there were only minor
changes evident upon polymerization by HRP (17).

In the present report, we have investigated the gold surface
adsorption of HRP polymerized DELT using X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) to characterize the change in
atomic composition at the surface. The DELT adsorption
was studied as a function of pH and the optimum pH ident-
ified for binding was correlated to the solution titration
behavior of the monomer. We observed that polymerized
DELT at the pH optimum for gold surface adsorption exhib-
ited increasing surface coverage of the gold with complete
coverage being attained at immersion times as long as 24 h.
These data allowed us to estimate the average adsorbed film
thickness at saturation coverage to be 5.89 nm.

2 Experimental

The DEDT and DELT monomers were prepared as described
elsewhere (11). Horseradish peroxidase (Sigma Chem. Co.),
hydrogen peroxide (50% solution) and methanol (Aldrich
Chem.) were purchased and used as obtained. pHydrion
buffers were obtained from Micro Essential Laboratory,
NY. Solutions of the DEDT and DELT monomers were
freshly made before each experiment. Monomers were solu-
bilized in 1 ml of methanol to which 99 ml of deionized
water was added and appropriate phosphate buffer to yield
the final desired pH for the kinetics and XPS studies. At pH
6.0, the primary pH studied in these experiments, these con-
ditions create a 100 mM phosphate buffered solution. Phos-
phate buffer was chosen because HRP has significant
activity in this buffer system with optimum activity near pH
6.0 as previously described (11). Reactions were studied at
this pH and 258C using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-9 UV-Vis

spectrometer as previously described. The polymerization
reaction, carried out at 2.5 U/ml final HRP, was initiated
with the addition of H2O2 to a final 10 mM concentration.

XPS studies were carried out on samples at the existing pH
of the solution or at an adjusted pH after addition of the appro-
priate small volumes of concentrated acid or base. For the
XPS studies, the enzymatically polymerized samples were
allowed to proceed to completion overnight, whereupon
gold coated substrates were immersed in the samples for
varying times at different pH values. Glass coverslips com-
pletely coated with evaporated gold were used as substrates.
Following immersion in the polymerized sample solution,
the gold coated substrates were carefully rinsed twice in deio-
nized water for 3 min before being dried in a vacuum oven for
24 h. Elemental analysis by XPS was used to calculate the
atomic coverage of the gold surface by the polymer. An
ESCALAB MKII spectrometer with MgKa radiation and a
pass energy of 20 eV was used to obtain the various elemental
high resolution energy spectra. A scan range of 20 eV with a
minimum of 5 scans was performed to obtain each high res-
olution spectrum. The instrument was equipped with a
constant energy hemispherical analyzer. Using adhesive
backed copper tape suitable for UHV applications, the gold
coated substrates were mounted on a metal pedestal in the
XPS instrument. Sample surfaces were sufficiently large so
that only film on the gold portion contributed to the XPS
spectrum obtained. Sample surfaces were aligned perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the collecting lens. High resolution peak
areas for the elements were baselined, and in conjunction
with the Scofield sensitivity factors, were used to calculate
atomic concentrations of the respective elements. Binding
value energies were corrected to the C(1s) peak, with the
adventitious C(1s) taken as 285 eV. Due to atmospheric
CO2, the gold substrates possessed substantial carbon con-
tamination from bound CO2 prior to immersion in the
DELT solutions. Hence, adsorbate coverage on gold using
Au and C atomic percentages were corrected for this contami-
nation level.

Titration studies were performed as follows. Concentrated
H2SO4 was added to 99 ml distilled H2O until an initial acidic
pH close to 3.0 was achieved. The monomer was then added,
dissolved in 1 ml methanol. The pH was recorded and then
successive additions of 50 ml of 0.02 M NaOH were carried
out with pH being determined after equilibrium with mechan-
ical stirring. The pH was measured with an Orion 920A pH
meter. The moles Hþ consumed/n moles monomer quantity
was then calculated from the titration data and plotted vs.
pH. Since the data were not obtained in a glove box under
CO2 free conditions, equilibrium pH values could not be
determined accurately in the pH range of the weak soluble
CO2/carbonate equilibrium and the data in this pH range
are not shown. However, the molarity of Hþ consumed in
this region is quite small with respect to the molarity of
monomers being titrated and therefore, no significant frac-
tional molar consumption of Hþ is evident compared to the
monomer titration, which is dominant in the titration curve.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Enzymatic Polymerization of DELT

In a previous study, we examined the nearly identical self-
assembly properties, HRP dependent polymerization and
long fibrillar-shaped micron scale structures of both DEDT
and DELT isomers (17). Also, a qualitative examination of
gold surface binding was carried out using the QCM in
which we observed variations in the pH dependent gold
surface binding and subsequently were able to follow the
polymerization of the monomers enzymatically (22). By
contrast, when HRP was used to copolymerize a monomer
mixture of DELT and L-tyrosineamide (1:1), and the system
examined in a high resolution AFM structure study, no fibril-
lar structures, but an array of hemispherical structures, were
observed adsorbed to gold substrates (24). In order to have
greater insight into these previous results, we carried out
the present study to characterize quantitatively the extent of
gold binding of these amphiphilic molecules. Our aim was
to quantitate the level of gold surface coverage and correlate
it with the pH titration properties of the monomer functional
groups. We carried out the present study using only the DELT
isomer, since all of our studies have indicated no significant
difference between the solution physical properties or QCM
measured gold surface interaction properties of the DEDT
and DELT chiral isomers.

Prior to gold binding studies, we enzymatically polymer-
ized a 0.1 mM solution of the DELT monomer at pH 6.0.
This represents a concentration below the 0.17 mM c.m.c.
of DELT at this pH (17). Characteristic UV-Vis spectra at a
few early time points during the HRP polymerization are
shown in Figure 1. The pH 6.0 condition was chosen for
display here because it represents the pH optimum for HRP
activity with both the DELT and DEDT isomers (11). The
DELT monomer spectrum possesses absorption peaks close
to 230 nm and 270 nm. The latter peak is due to delocalized
electrons in the conjugated phenol ring, the dominant side

chain feature of tyrosine. With polymerization time, this
absorption peak increases along with the appearance and
growth of an extensive high wavelength absorption tail to
the spectrum. This tail, entirely lacking in the monomer
spectrum, occurs at lower intensity out to wavelengths
above 600 nm and corresponds to the absorption properties
of electrons delocalized in more extensively conjugated
systems involving multiple ring C-C polymerization
products of the HRP reaction. The Figure 1 spectrum
shown for the 24 h reaction condition, represents the
endpoint of polymerization, as well as the time just prior to
immersion of the gold substrate for the XPS binding
studies. For this condition, the long wavelength tail has
reached maximum intensity relative to the unchanging
monomer absorption peak intensity. These observations are
consistent with completion of the polymerization reaction.

3.2 Gold Surface Coverage by HRP Polymerized DELT

Next, we carried out experiments adsorbing HRP polymer-
ized DELT to gold substrates. In Figure 2, we present XPS
energy spectra from the atomic orbital regions that we used
to quantitate the DELT adsorption in these samples. In
panel (a), the C(1s) orbital electron energy spectrum
displays a characteristic single peak whose intensity was
used in quantitating the total carbon percentage on the gold
surface. Panel (b) shows the double peak Au(4f) orbital
electron energy spectrum for an unadsorbed gold substrate.
This intensity provided the percentage of unadsorbed or avail-
able gold surface. In panel (c), the N(1s) orbital electron
spectrum is displayed. This directly reflects the nitrogen
found in the amine group of DELT since no other nitrogen
containing molecule is capable of adsorbing to the gold
surface. And in panel (d), we present the Si(2p) orbital
electron energy (104 eV peak) region. There is no peak at
the Si(2p) energy on this or any of our adsorbed samples.
This is due to the fact that the gold on our substrates, upon
which adsorption occurs, completely covers the underlying
glass substrates in the region of the XPS probe beam. Using
the XPS spectra intensities, the % of each element observed
at the surface was calculated by the XPS instrument software.
A wide variety of carbon containing compounds, including

CO2, are known to adsorb to gold surfaces. This can be
observed in the data we present in Table 1 where XPS
measurements are presented for a series of adsorption con-
ditions. For all conditions, no Si% was observed, due to the
complete Au film coverage of the glass slides’ surfaces. A
comparison of the first two data columns contrasts the
elemental composition of a freshly prepared Au surface
with a similar gold surface that had been washed in chloro-
form. There is little difference in the O% composition, due
to significant and rapid CO2 adsorption from the gas phase
to the Au surface to similar extents in both cases. However,
the C coverage is 30.6% greater due to chloroform adsorption,
with a corresponding diminished Au coverage of nearly 30%.
In the third column, we present the elemental composition of

Fig. 1. UV-Visible spectra of the DELT monomer prior to

polymerization and at various times during the enzymatic polymer-
ization by HRP at 258C and pH 6.
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the Au surface due to the DELT monomer dried directly upon
the surface. Here, no Au signal was observed, indicating sig-
nificant film thickness and complete surface coverage. In the
case of 20 h adsorption of polymerized DELT onto Au, there
remains a residual 5.3% surface Au, but the O, C and N atom
composition of the surface resembles that of the dried
monomer DELT film. The principal difference is that the O

composition is a nearly two-fold higher%. This and the
lesser C% difference for the polymerized DELT likely
results from a different monomer orientation in the dried
monomer film than exists for the monomers units in the
adsorbed polymerized DELT.

Next we examined adsorption of the polymerized DELT
onto Au by XPS measurements in two different ways, as a
function of solution pH during adsorption and as a function
of time to achieve saturation coverage of the gold surface.
In Figure 3, we present results for the coverage of gold by
adsorption of DELT following polymerization by HRP for
24 h. This experiment was carried out in two ways. The
DELT was either polymerized by HRP for 24 h at pH 6.0
or polymerized at the same pH used in the subsequent adsorp-
tion step. For the pH 6.0 polymerized sample, this was
divided into samples whose pH was then adjusted to the
adsorption pH prior to the adsorption step. For both HRP
polymerized samples, the adsorption at the indicated pH
was carried out for 1 h. At different pH values, these
Figure 3 XPS data show minor differences in the level of
DELT bound to gold from the two HRP polymerization pro-
tocols. At pH 6.0, as expected, the XPS coverage by polymer-
ized DELT represented by the two C(1s) based C% values are
nearly identical. This is the expected behavior since only at

Fig. 2. Representative XPS energy spectra corresponding to the various atomic orbital electron regions we used to quantitate DELT bind-
ing to gold. (a) C(1s) orbital electron energy spectra for DELT; (b) Au(4f) orbital electron energy spectra; (c) N(1s) orbital electron energy

spectra for DELT; (d) Si(2p) orbital electron energy spectra. Adsorption was for 1 h onto gold of DELT polymerized at pH 8.0 for 24 h.

Table 1. Atomic percentages of elements obtained from XPS
analyses of various coatings on Au-coated glass substrates

Element

Type of coating

Bare
substrate

Chloroform
treated

Dried
monomer

DELT
polymerized
at pH 6.0 for

24 h and
deposited for

20 h

O 10.2 9.5 14.4 24.5
C 12.7 43.3 80.2 67.8
N 0 0 5.4 4.2

Au 77 47.2 0 5.3
Si 0 0 0 0
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pH 6.0 are both experiments done in exactly the same fashion.
At all pH values other than 6.0, there is somewhat more gold
surface coverage by the pH 6.0 polymerized DELT condition.
This is to be expected since the HRP rate optimum condition
of pH 6.0 during the synthesis phase will create more DELT
product, resulting in higher [DELT] driving net surface
coverage. The effect is most pronounced at pH 5.

From both Figure 3 methodology data sets, a similar pH
dependent gold binding behavior is evident. For the
variable pH polymerization method, the optimum in the
binding is between pH 7–8. For the pH 6.0 HRP polymeriz-
ation data, the optimum pH is closer to 7.0.

3.3 Titration and Gold Adsorption Behavior of DELT

and L-Tyrosine Monomers

To understand the fundamental basis for the pH dependent
gold adsorption behavior of DELT to gold and its optimum
near pH 7.0, we carried out solution titration experiments
on the monomers DELT, as well as DEDT and L-tyrosine.
We were forced to perform the titration experiments on
monomers and not polymerized DELT since the HRP
polymerization products were not sufficiently soluble in
aqueous solution to carry out homogeneous aqueous phase
titrations. We performed the titrations starting at around pH
3.0 and went to successively higher pH values with the
addition of small constant aliquots of base until we covered
the pH range from 3–11. Since the data were not obtained
under CO2 free conditions, in the range around 7–8

equilibrium pH values could not be determined sufficiently
rapidly because of the minor carbonate equilibrium slowly
changing the pH. Therefore, these values are not shown.
However, the molarity of Hþ consumed in this region due
to the carbonate equilibrium is small, assuming CO2 satur-
ation of the solution, with respect to the molarity of
monomers being titrated. Therefore, no significant consump-
tion of Hþ is evident in this pH region compared to the
monomer titration regions, which dominate the titration
curve. The titration results are presented in Figure 4 as the
normalized quantity, Hþ moles/n, the moles Hþ consumed
per n moles of the monomer, plotted vs. the pH value at
each given point in the titration. This presentation makes
clear that the DELT and DEDT isomers behave identically,
within experimental error, but they clearly behave differently
from that of L-tyrosine.
The titration differences between DELT and L-tyrosine can

account for the gold adsorption properties of polymerized
DELT that we measured and the relative solubility of poly-
merized L-tyrosine. Deprotonation changes in the chemical
structure of DELT and L-tyrosine with increasing pH are
shown in Schemes 1 and 2, respectively.
At the very lowest pH values, below that where we

obtained data, the DELT, DEDT and L-tyrosine monomers
all possess protonated a-NH3

þ groups. As the pH increases,
the next change in L-tyrosine corresponds to the loss of the
carboxylic acid proton at low pH (pKa ¼ 2.2), resulting in
formation of the -COO2 anion and an overall zwitterion
form. In Figure 4, we observe the remnant of this L-tyrosine
carboxylic proton’s titration as the pH is increased above
3.0. DELT and DEDT both lack this free carboxylic acid
group due to their esterification by the decyl group. Conse-
quently, they exhibit no evidence of this titration and are
both net positively charged in this pH region due to the
a-NH3

þ. Between pH 6 to 7, both DELT and DEDT exhibit
titration behavior that is complete by pH 7.0. This is the titra-
tion due to deprotonation of the a-NH3

þ group and results in
both DELT and DEDT becoming neutral species and

Fig. 3. XPS data for polymerized DELT adsorbed onto gold. The

following two methods were used. Either: DELT was polymerized
(24 h) at the indicated pH, then adsorbed onto gold during 1 h of
immersion of the gold substrate (filled symbols) or DELT was poly-

merized (24 h) at the pH 6.0 HRP optimum, and then adsorbed at the
different pH values onto gold during 1 h of immersion of the gold
substrate. This data set (open symbols) is indicated in the figure as

“polymerization at pH 6”.

Fig. 4. Titration curves of the L-Tyrosine, DELT and DEDT

monomers presented as the ratio of moles Hþ consumed/mole
monomer as the pH is increased with added NaOH.
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overall less hydrophilic. This pKa around 6.0–6.5 is shifted
downward from that of the a-NH3

þ group in L-tyrosine
(pH ¼ 9.1) since the carboxylate anion found in L-tyrosine
is not present in DELT and DEDT to electrostatically stabil-
ize the a-NH3

þ proton to higher pH values, as it does in
L-tyrosine. The DELT and DEDT monomers remain neutral
species until around pH 9.3 where they begin to undergo titra-
tion behavior, largely between pH 10–11, that is charateristic
of phenolic -OH deprotonation. Thus, between pH 7 to 9.3,
DELT and DEDT are neutral species and would be
expected to exhibit their lowest hydrophilicity. This fact is
also suggested by data from other studies. For example, the
contact angle of electropolymerized films of DELT exhibits
its lowest values and therefore, is most hydrophilic as the
pH approaches 9.0 (19). In other experiments, the pH depen-
dent QCM gold surface mass binding (22) and c.m.c.
measured values (17) for both DELT and DEDT monomers
suggest that they self-assemble on the gold surface into struc-
tured aggregates to a greater extent as the solution pH
increases to 7.0 and beyond. Thus, the Figure 3 pH 7.0
optimum in the gold surface coverage by DELT is exactly
the behavior that is consistent with the pH titration data
reported here and with the previously reported properties of
these monomers.

For L-tyrosine, no significant titration occurs between pH 4
to 6. Therefore, in this pH range, L-tyrosine is a net neutral
zwitterionic species. The Figure 4 titration curve exhibits
proton consumption in the pH range between 8–9, until a
pKa ¼ 9.1 where the deprotonation midpoint of the a-NH3

þ

group occurs. This creates an anion, followed by the deproto-
nation of the phenolic -OH at a pKa ¼ 10.9, resulting in a
dianion monomer. The latter two deprotonation events
produce net charge states of 21 and 22 that impart
increased hydrophilic character to the monomer. Thus,
L-tyrosine is charged at all pH values and is consequently
quite hydrophilic as compared to the DELT and DEDT
monomers. We know from a previous study that electropoly-
merized L-tyrosine forms relatively poorly adhering films on
gold surfaces around neutral pH (19, 25). Nonetheless, DELT,

DEDT and L-tyrosine were able to be electropolymerized and
entrap horseradish peroxidase to form enzyme electrode bio-
sensors that possessed the ability to sensitively detect down to
0.01 mMH2O2 (18). This film forming behavior of L-tyrosine
at neutral pH has also been shown in the case of electroche-
mical polymerization of L-tyrosine to be due to the formation
of soluble oxidized dimer, which does not adhere, and
oxidized polymeric products that were weakly adherent to
the gold electrode surface at neutral pH (26). The greater
hydrophilic behavior is not surprising since the charged car-
boxylate anionic L-tyrosine lacks the decyl chains of DELT
and DEDT. Interestingly, the surface of electropolymerized
films formed from L-tyrosine exhibit a decreasing contact
angle with increasing pH (19). This effect is consistent with
our previous discussion of increasing hydrophilic character
as the net charge on L-tyrosine increases with increasing pH.

3.4 Kinetics of Gold Coverage and Saturation

by Polymerized DELT

We next determined the gold adsorption kinetic behavior of
HRP polymerized DELT. Given that we observed in
Figure 3 a pH 7.0 optimum for 1 h gold adsorption of poly-
merized DELT, consistent with the neutral charge state of
this monomer at that pH determined from the titration
studies, we therefore used pH 7.0 in this adsorption kinetics
study. In Figure 5, following HRP polymerization of DELT
for 24 h, we present the time dependent XPS data showing
the increasing percentages of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
from adsorbing DELT and the decreasing gold percentage
remaining on the surface. Following a rapid initial phase of
DELT adsorption on the gold surface, by 20 h there is
evidence of a saturation effect around 68% coverage of the
surface by DELT. The 0 hr C% is 12.8%, due to adventi-
tiously adsorbed C on the gold surface (e.g. adsorbed CO2)
prior to any DELT adsorption. Therefore, the net C% due
to polymerized DELT adsorption is 68–12.7 ¼ 55.3%. The
O and N% coverages of the gold surface also achieved
respective saturation values of 24.5% and 4.2%. Since the
O% started at 10.3% at 0 h adsorption, due to prior strongly
adsorbed CO2, the net additional O% is 24.5–
10.3 ¼ 14.2%. The N% coverage is due entirely to
adsorbed DELT, since no other N containing species is avail-
able in this experiment to adsorb to the gold surface. There-
fore, this makes the O:N ratio due to the adsorbed
DELT ¼ 3.4 (14.2%/4.2%), which is in close agreement to
the ratio of O:N atoms (3:1) in the adsorbed DELT
monomers. However, the ratio of C/O ¼ 55.3%/
14.2% ¼ 3.9. This is not close to the ratio of 18 C atoms to
3 O atoms ¼ 6 in DELT. Some of this discrepancy may be
accounted for on the basis of the strongly adsorbed CO2, a
species with C:O of 0.5. Fractional surface adsorption of
CO2 prior to DELT exposure, would necessarily lower the
ratio observed on the surface from that expected for pure
DELT.Sch. 2. L-Tyrosine species involved in all pH titration transitions.

Sch. 1. DELT species involved in all pH titration transitions.
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3.5 Estimating the DELT Film Thickness

Since the XPS technique relies upon ejected electrons to
reach the detector, it reveals atomic composition with expo-
nentially decreasing sensitivity to a depth of about 10 nm
from the film surface. This decreasing sensitivity can be
used to estimate film thickness adsorbed to the gold substrate
using Equation (1) (27).

Iobs ¼ Ioe
�x=l ð1Þ

Equation (1) represents the attenuation of the gold photo-
electron intensity due to the adsorbed film, Iobs, relative to
the unadsorbed surface gold photoelectron intensity, Io. This
attenuation level is determined by the mean free electron
escape depth, l ¼ 2.2 nm, of MgKa excited Au4f photo-
electrons with the relatively high kinetic energy 1170 eV atte-
nuated by the overlying organic film of thickness � nm.
Therefore, Equation (1) allows us to estimate the film thick-
ness from the Au4f signal attenuation values. These
methods of analyzing the XPS data mean that we can under-
stand the atomic composition at the surface and follow the
adsorption process, as well as estimate the adsorbed film
thickness. In our experiments, gold has been attenuated by
the film from an initial value of 77% to 5.3% effective
coverage of the gold surface. We believe that this is, in
fact, true saturation of the available gold surface by DELT
polymer. Using Equation (1), we estimate that the polymer-
ized DELT film possesses an average thickness of 5.89 nm.
The remaining 5.3% of gold detected is due to X-ray photo-
electron attenuation from the completely covered gold
surface underlying the polymerized DELT film. Since these
adsorption experiments were carried out below the c.m.c. in
the absence of self-assembly, the possibility exists that this

film thickness may correspond to successive bilayers of the
DELT polymer. In such a structure, decyl chains from two
different polymer strands might interact directly with each
other away from the hydrophilic gold and aqueous solution
environments, while the relatively hydrophilic backbones
from the different strands interact with the gold surface on
one side and the bulk water molecules on the other side.

4 Conclusions

Self-assembly is an important concept in materials design and
this process has been documented in a wide variety of amphi-
philic polymeric systems. Rod-like or tubule self-assembled
aggregates, similar to those reported in other studies for the
biomimetic amphiphilic monomer DELT we characterized
here, have been observed in a number of small molecule
amphiphilic systems (28 review). Examples include a
variety of lipid structures, such as chiral ammonium amphi-
philes that form helical structures (29), chiral single chain dia-
cetylenic lipids that form ribbons and tubules under different
conditions (30), and double chain diacetylenic triglyceride
lipids that form hollow tubules in aqueous solution involving
stacked bilayers (31).
Self-assembling systems also occur in biological polymers

involving a number of prominent biological structure classes.
The most important are the amphiphilic biological membrane
lipid bilayer that defines the interior space of all living cells.
A number of structural proteins are comprised of self-
assembling polypeptides, such as collagen. Self-assembling
polypeptide systems currently under study as biomimetic
systems include: silk proteins (32), polypeptide molecular
rods (33) and cyclic decapeptides that self-assemble into
nanotubules (34), to name a few. Psuedo-poly(tyrosines),
polymerized non-biologically through the phenolic -OH,
have been actively studied (35). Besides good biocompatibil-
ity, these non-biological poly(amino acids) have some advan-
tages in terms of solubility, meltability and processability.
Since the chiral DEDT and DELT species are comprised of

the esterified amino acid tyrosine, they can be considered to
be biomimetic monomers. The pH dependent saturation of
the gold surface by adsorbing DELT polymer, polymerized
below its c.m.c. value, and the 5.89 nm film thickness we
observed for that DELT film, may be the result of a bilayer
type of structure formed on the gold surface. As we described
in the Introduction, the crosslinking and tough mechanical
properties exhibited by polymeric systems comprised of
phenolic monomers like these tyrosine derivatives have
important biological functions in plant and marine organisms.
Monomers such as DELT and DEDTmay also provide biomi-
metic approaches to addressing various materials based
problems such as providing a simple route to the electrical
insulation between gold circuit lines during fabrication (36).
Therefore, the pH dependent gold surface adsorption kinetic
and saturation behavior we characterized represents a first
step in that direction.

Fig. 5. Time dependent XPS measurements of DELT gold cover-

age by atomic %. Following a 24 h pH 6.0 polymerization by HRP,
the gold substrates were immersed for the indicated times before
XPS measurement.
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